NOTES:
1. MATERIAL:
   HOUSING; LCP, BLACK, UL94V-0,
   TERMINAL; COPPER ALLOY, THICKNESS: 0.15mm,
   SHELL; STAINLESS STEEL, THICKNESS: 0.30mm.
2. PLATING:
   TERMINAL;
   CONTACT AREA: GOLD FLASH OVER MINIMUM 0.75MICRON P/C,
   SOLDER TAIL AREA: GOLD FLASH.
   UNDER PLATING: NICKEL 2.0MICRON MINIMUM.
   SHELL:
   MATTE TIN 3.0MICRON MINIMUM.
   UNDER PLATING NICKEL 127MICRON MINIMUM.
3. TAIL & NAIL COPLANARITY 0.06mm MAXIMUM.
4. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION: PS-47346-001.
5. PACKAGE SPECIFICATION: PK-47346-001.
6. COMPLIANT TO RoHS DIRECTIVE 2002/95/EC AND ELV 2000/53/EC.

RECOMMENDED PCB, PATTERN LAYOUT
GENERAL TOLERANCES: ±0.05
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